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???? ????2014? ?? ??? ?????2011?? ???* ????? m2
??? 458 912 3179?? 3179?? 778,230.0
???? 143 363 2385?? 2385?? 606,657.0
??? 326 746 ??????????? 1? 1611?? 1? 1611?? 415,814.5
??? 213 546 ??????????? 7362?? ? 1,100,113.2
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??? 425 1,066 ??????????? 6774?? 6774?? 1,629,839.8
? ? 179 351 ?210??? ? 56,979.0
? ? 244 511 ?236??? 800??? 45,623.0
??? 310 763 0 ? 0.0
? ? 574 1,327 0 ? 0.0
? ? 422 1,172 3077?? 3077?? 778,175.9
??? 166 367 ??????????? 7973?? ? 600,278.0
? ? 171 462 ** ? 816,314.7
??? 133 298 *** 2000?? 358,464.4
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